Future spintronics devices will be built from elemental blocks allowing the electrical injection, propagation, manipulation and detection of spin-based information. Owing to their remarkable multi-functional and strongly correlated character, oxide materials already provide such building blocks for charge-based devices such as ferroelectric fieldeffect transistors (FETs), as well as for spin-based two-terminal devices such as magnetic tunnel junctions, with giant responses in both cases. Until now, the lack of suitable channel materials and the uncertainty of spin-injection conditions in these compounds had however prevented the exploration of similar giant responses in oxide-based lateral spin transport structures. In this paper, we discuss the potential of oxide-based spin FETs and report magnetotransport data that suggest electrical spin injection into the LaAlO 3 -SrTiO 3 interface system. In a local, three-terminal measurement scheme, we analyse the voltage variation associated with the precession of the injected spin accumulation driven by perpendicular or longitudinal magnetic fields (Hanle and 'inverted' Hanle effects). The spin accumulation signal appears to be much larger than expected, probably owing to amplification effects by resonant tunnelling through localized states in the LaAlO 3 . We give perspectives on how to achieve direct spin injection with increased detection efficiency, as well on the implementation of efficient top gating schemes for spin manipulation.
Introduction
In many oxide systems, several energy scales strongly compete to determine the ground state, leading to a rich variety of phases depending on internal (e.g. chemical doping) or external parameters (such as magnetic and electric fields or strain) [1] . Virtually all states of matter can thus be found in the oxides family (e.g. superconductivity, ferromagnetism, ferroelectricity, etc.), and these states are often highly tunable. This offers immense possibilities for electronic devices, combining, for instance, a conductive or a superconductive oxide as the channel with ferroelectrics in heteroepitaxial ferroelectric fieldeffect transistors [2] . Magnetic oxides are no less remarkable as they include various half-metallic phases (such as doped manganese perovskites [3] ) with [4] or very large spin signals in lateral spin valves combining La 2/3 Sr 1/3 MnO 3 (LSMO) and carbon nanotubes [5] .
Motivation
In view of this outstanding ensemble of charge and spin-based phenomena and associated devices, it is tempting to try bridging the gap between gate-controlled lateral charge transport and vertical spin transport in oxide architectures. A prototypical oxide-based device for lateral spin transport is a lateral spin valve that consists of two ferromagnetic contacts (for spin injection and extraction) and an oxide quasi-two-dimensional electron gas (q2DEG) channel to transport spin information. To isolate effects owing to spin transport from other magnetotransport phenomena, such as (tunnel) anisotropic magnetoresistance, it is desirable to separate spin and charge currents by resorting to non-local measurement geometries, as sketched in figure 1. In this device, the charge current injected between contacts 3 and 4 generates a spin current that not only drifts towards 4, but also diffuses towards 2. The spin voltage V between 2 and 1 can thus be detected in a non-local fashion (i.e. independently of the charge voltage). Reversing the magnetization of 2 with respect to that of 3 changes the spin sensitivity and thus the sign of V . A back-gate contact enables a control of the carrier density in the oxide q2DEG and thus of the propagation of the charge and spin currents. To probe only spin injection and release constraints on the propagation of a spin signal from contacts 3 to 2, a three-terminal (3-T) measurement configuration (shown in grey in figure 1) can be used. Spin injection is then detected via the depolarizing effect of a perpendicular magnetic field that causes the spin-polarized carriers to undergo Larmor precession (Hanle effect), which progressively destroys the spin accumulation as the field increases [6] , see §5.
In practice, to efficiently inject a spin-polarized current into a conductor, an appropriate choice of materials and architectures must be made. One of the usual difficulties resides in the conductivity mismatch between the injecting materials (typically ferromagnetic metals) and the channel materials (typically semiconductors). Several routes are possible to address this issue and achieve an efficient spin injection. One (i) relies on the use of a ferromagnetic injector with roughly the same conductivity as the channel and another (ii) consists of inserting a tunnel barrier between the mismatched injector and channel, which, in some conditions [7] , may enable a good spin injection. A third, unexplored route (iii) is based on spin-filtering tunnel barriers [8, 9] , in which case, the injecting electrode may be a non-magnetic metal. With oxides, all three approaches can be pursued in epitaxial heterostructures combining materials from the same structural families, especially perosvkites. Here, we have pursued route (ii) using as the tunnel barrier the 4-5 unit cell thick LaAlO 3 film used to create the q2DEG in adjacent SrTiO 3 . The conditions for spin injection in our devices will be discussed in §4.
When the spin-injection problem is solved, four-contact non-local spin detection in lateral spin valves may be attempted. For a finite spin signal to be detected, the dwell time of the spin-polarized electrons between the ferromagnetic injection and detection contacts must be shorter than the spin lifetime t sf . Practically, this implies that the distance between these two contacts must be shorter than the spin diffusion length and that the detection contact must be transparent enough to facilitate the extraction of the spin-polarized electrons. This thus imposes strict conditions on both the channel material and the interface between the channel and the detection contact. Although no t sf values are available for oxide-based channel materials, the recent discovery of high-mobility two-dimensional electron systems in ZnO quantum wells [10, 11] , at interfaces between two insulating perovskites oxides such as LaAlO 3 and SrTiO 3 (STO) (LAO-STO) [12] [13] [14] [15] and in lightly doped STO thin films [16, 17] brings hopes of relatively long t sf values.
In the future, lateral spintronics devices based on oxide materials could eventually benefit from the outstanding multi-functional properties of transitionmetal oxides and may open the way towards spin transistors with multiple degrees of freedom, fully controllable by electric fields. As in the case of magnetic tunnel junctions, changing the magnetic configuration of the ferromagnetic contacts from parallel to antiparallel in lateral spin valves is usually achieved by applying a magnetic field (figure 2a). Taking advantage of the recent progress in artificial multi-ferroic tunnel junctions [18] , it should be feasible to change the effective spin polarization of the contacts by an electric field using ferroelectrics (figure 2b). Inserting a ferroelectric tunnel barrier between the ferromagnetic contacts and the channel could not only result in the depletion/accumulation of charge carriers in the channel close to the ferroelectric, but also change the injected spin polarization [19] . Both phenomena will enable a non-volatile electric-field control of spin injection in the device.
Another possibility to control the spin polarization of the ferromagnetic contacts without modifying the electrical conditions for spin injection and detection could consist of exploiting the magnetoelectric effect between the ferromagnetic contacts and a multi-ferroic [20, 21] or piezoelectric [22] grown on top, in order to control the orientation of the ferromagnets' magnetization (and as a result, the effective spin polarization), figure 2c. In addition, oxides can also provide advanced gating schemes using ferroelectrics, ferromagnetic insulators or multi-ferroics to manipulate spin information between the injection and detection contacts. In view of this world of possibilites, it is clear that besides their strong interest for electronics [23, 24] , oxide q2DEGs are exciting for the exploration of novel spintronics phenomena in multi-functional heterostructures.
In this paper, we describe the fabrication of spin-injection devices based on an LAO-STO q2DEG and report magnetotransport data that suggest electrical spin injection into the LAO-STO interface. Because the spin diffusion length of this system is unknown, we resort to a three-terminal measurement geometry with only one ferromagnetic tunnel contact and focus on spin injection [25] , essential for future lateral spin valves based on this system. This 3-T geometry has recently been employed to probe the spin-injection efficiency in semiconductor channels [6, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Spin injection is then detected through a correlated change of the spin splitting and voltage at the interface between the tunnel contact and the channel. Here, through combined 3-T Hanle measurements in both Voigt (H ⊥ ) and Faraday (H ) geometries, we present evidence of electrical spin injection into oxide-based FM-LaAlO 3 -SrTiO 3 junctions, where FM is a 3d ferromagnet such as Co. 
Sample preparation
Films of LAO 4-5 unit cells thick were deposited by pulsed laser deposition on a TiO 2 -terminated STO substrate, heated between 650 and 750
• C, in an oxygen pressure of 10 −4 mbar. The KrF excimer laser (248 nm) is incident on the LAO single-crystal target with a fluence of 0.6-1.2 J cm −2 at 1 Hz frequency, leading to a deposition rate of about 1 unit cell per minute on the substrate. The substrate-target distance is 77 mm. After deposition, the oxygen pressure in the deposition chamber is increased to about 0.7 bar, the temperature lowered to 500-550
• C and kept in these conditions for 60 min in order to reoxygenate the STO substrate and avoid oxygen vacancies [33] . Eventually, the sample is cooled down to room temperature in 1 h. Figure 3a shows an X-ray diffraction 2q − u scan of a 9 unit cell thick LAO film that clearly displays Laue fringes adjacent to the main (0 0 1) and (0 0 2) diffraction peaks, attesting the high structural coherence of the LAO. The obtained films are atomically flat, with the characteristic step-and-terrace morphology (figure 3b), each step being 1 unit cell high.
Prior to epitaxial LAO deposition, the substrate was patterned by a UV photoresist mask used to lift off an amorphous LAO layer deposited at room temperature, a technique inspired by Schneider et al. [34] . These amorphous areas remained insulating after the deposition of the film at high temperature, allowing us to pattern a well-defined channel. Photolithography and lift-off were also used to produce the FM electrodes, which were deposited by DC magnetron sputtering at room temperature. For the cobalt FM electrodes, a 15-50 nm gold layer was deposited in situ on top to avoid the oxidation of the thin FM layers that were 15 nm thick. Figure 4a shows an atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of the device near the interface between the channel and the Co-Au contacts. The Co-based electrode film was kept thin enough in order to maintain as much as possible of its magnetization in-plane, allowing observation of the Hanle effect before the reorientation of the electrode at larger magnetic fields.
Aluminum wire ultrasound welding was used to contact the FM electrodes and the channel ensuring ohmic contacts with the q2DEG at the LAO-STO interface as well as with the FM electrodes, see the sketch in figure 4b . The typical size of the tunnelling contacts patterned by UV lithography for I -V and Hanle measurements was 100 × 300 mm 2 . Figure 4c ,d shows optical images of the final device after wire bonding into the chip carrier. The resistances were mainly measured using a current source (Keithley 6220 or 6221) and a nanovoltmeter (Keithley 2182A). The field effect was applied with a voltage source that allowed the leakage current to be monitored (Keithley 2400).
Conditions for spin injection
As discussed by several authors including Fert et al. [25] , the efficient spin injection from a ferromagnetic metal into a semiconducting channel requires the introduction of a finite spin-conserving resistance at the interface between the ferromagnet and the channel. Practically, tunnel contacts can prove efficient for this purpose as direct tunnelling is a spin-conserving process. Quantitatively and in the case of spin injection from a Co electrode into an LAO-STO q2DEG, the spin polarization of the injected current can be expressed as
with b and g the spin polarization in Co and at the LAO-Co interface, respectively, r Co and r 2−D = R S l 2 sf the (unit area) spin resistance of the Co electrode and of the q2DEG (with R S the channel sheet resistance and l sf the spin diffusion length) and r b the interface resistance area product.
Practically, r b is likely to be much larger than r Co so that the numerator of equation (4.1) can be approximated by gr b . For the LAO-Co interface, g was measured by Garcia et al. [35] in LSMO-LAO-Co magnetic tunnel junctions showing negative tunnel magnetoresistance of about −20 per cent at low temperature. Using Julliere's formula [36] and a spin polarization of +90 per cent for LSMO [37] , one estimates g = −0.1. r 2−D can be estimated from the sheet resistance that we plot in figure 5c as a function of temperature and the thickness of the q2DEG. Assuming a spin diffusion length l sf = 1 mm and taking the value of R S = 200 U at 12 K yields r 2−D = 200 U mm 2 . Importantly, the thickness of the q2DEG is here much lower than l sf , thereby preventing spin depolarization normal to the q2DEG plane. The q2DEG thickness was measured directly by conductive-tip AFM at low temperature in cross-section samples, as reported by Basletic et al. [13] and Copie et al. [38] and presented in figure 5a,b. From the conductive tip atomic force microscopy (CTAFM) image, it can be appreciated that the q2DEG is confined over a finite thickness close to the LAO-STO interface. The full width at half maximum of the resistance profile (figure 5b) indicates a thickness of 12 nm.
Using the above parameters, we can plot the injected spin polarization as a function of the interface resistance r b ( figure 6 ). Values in excess of 10 4 Umm 2 are required to achieve optimal efficiency. Experimentally, the interface resistance is much larger than this threshold value, as visible from figure 5d, which plots the resistance between the Co injection contact and an ohmic Al contact on the LAO-STO channel as a function of measurement voltage. The arrow in figure 6 indicates this experimental value. From this analysis, we conclude that in a direct tunnelling spin-injection regime, an optimally spin-polarized current should be injected from Co into the LAO-STO q2DEG.
Magnetotransport measurements
Insight into the transport mechanism at play in the device is already provided by the typical tunnelling resistance versus bias curve shown in figure 5d , showing a clear asymmetry between positive and negative bias, reminiscent of previous observations for Au and Pt reference electrodes in Singh-Bhalla et al. [39] . This asymmetry mainly originates from the strong trapezoidal shape of the LAO barrier caused by the difference of the materials' workfunctions. The bias electric field needed to achieve measurable currents probably influences the q2DEG carrier concentration by the field effect [24, 40] , which considerably complicates the analysis of the corresponding I -V curves that we thus do not attempt to fit. In contrast to the channel sheet resistance that decreases with temperature (figure 5c), we have found that the resistance of Co-LaAlO 3 -SrTiO 3 junctions strongly increases with temperature, in a thermally activated way (figure 7a). Data acquired at positive current (electrons injected from the q2DEG towards the FM electrode) display a very strong temperature dependence and the RA product increases by almost three orders of magnitude from 300 to 10 K. This is a clear signature of inelastic tunnelling transport processes through localized states (LSs) embedded in the LAO barrier. We infer that these LSs are partitioned in LAO at the LAO-STO interface with characteristic occupation energy levels close to the Fermi level of the q2DEG in STO. Owing to the band structure, articulation at LAO-STO interfaces highlighted by in situ photoemission [42] and to the position of the electronic level of intrinsic defects in LAO calculated by density-functional theory (DFT) [43, 44] , such LSs are probably played by oxygen vacancies or intermixing [45, 46] in LAO. This leads to available electronic states accessible for spin injection at 3s−3p Al or 6s−5d La on-site orbitals. Other different point defects in LAO, such as ionized interstitial Al 3+ or La 3+ , are also possible candidates [43] . This is discussed further later.
We now turn on to Hanle magnetoresistance data. Figure 7b shows a typical 3-T Hanle signal, acquired at 2 K and at positive current I = +50 nA (+0.13 V bias), in standard Voigt geometry (field perpendicular to the plane H ⊥ ) and Faraday geometry (field in the plane H ) [41] . Aside from a superimposed parabolic background, the H ⊥ curve displays a quasi-Lorentzian shape of about 2 k U (60 MU mm 2 of resistance area) amplitude compared with the base 2.7 M U (80 GU mm 2 , figure 5d ) resistance, which is a total magnetoresistance of 0.7 per cent. This negative magnetoresistance evidences a correlated drop of the spin splitting Dm = m ↑ − m ↓ (with m ↑,↓ the respective electrochemical potential for spin ↑, ↓) and voltage DV according to DV = gDm/(2e) [47, 48] , where e is the electronic charge. A primary analysis leads to a splitting of the chemical potential
, where u L is the Larmor frequency, and a characteristic spin-relaxation time t sf can be extracted from the width of the Lorentzian. Correspondingly, the magnetoresistance curves (figure 7b) are fitted by
2 ] plus a parabolic background, where u L = g e m B H /h is calculated by assuming a Landé factor g e =2. Using such a procedure, we would extract a typical value of t sf = 50 ps at 2 K. Considering a diffusion constant D 40 cm 2 s −1 [49] , this corresponds to a spin-diffusion length sf = √ Dt sf ≈ 1 mm. Nevertheless, alternative mechanisms of spin depolarization caused by random magnetic fields may modify the Hanle signals as well as artificially enlarging the width of the Lorentzian shape [30] .
In order to go beyond this first simple analysis, figure 7b also presents the results of Hanle experiments in a Faraday geometry where the magnetic field was applied along the direction of the injected spins. In the field scale limit of ∼ 0.7 T, a total Hanle (normal plus inverted) signal DR H of about 10 k U (0.3 GU mm 2 ) is measured before reorientation of the Co magnetization occurring around 1.8 T (not shown). Striking similarities with the signals obtained at FM-AlO 2 -Si junctions [30] suggest that common mechanisms of spin injection occur in these systems and thus explain a negative peak (inverted Hanle curve) in the magnetoresistance data. This may originate from the presence of a random magnetic field causing precession and loss of spin accumulation. In other words, the application of a transverse magnetic field results in a loss of spin coherence, while an external field applied parallel to the injected spin restores the spin accumulation. Therefore, DR H should scale with the total amplitude of spin accumulation at the LAO-STO interface. However, we note that this spin signal is enhanced by more than five orders of magnitude compared with intrinsic spin resistance R s ch = R × l 2 sf of the q2DEG evaluated at approximately 100 U mm 2 for a typical l sf of 1 mm, indicating that some highly efficient amplification process is at play, as in Tran et al. [26] . Further experiments on the influence of the bias and gate voltage can shed light on this phenomenon [41] .
We now discuss in more detail the possible origin of the random field, including the stray field [30] , the Rashba spin-orbit field [49, 50] and hyperfine interactions [51, 52] , responsible for spin decoherence. In the present case, one can easily discard stray field effects as the LAO surface is atomically flat, with only 1 unit cell steps (approx. 4 Å) over 200 nm wide terraces. On the other hand, Rashba spin-orbit interactions [49, 50] are known to vanish on (non-propagative) LSs. More likely, as for the case of hybrid organic spin valves [53] or ZnO oxide quantum dots [54] , the random field may have a hyperfine origin, Al 3+ and La for 139 La (with 99.91% abundance). In this scenario, electrons are subject to a nuclear field [51, 55] ,
where g n is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio (g Al n = 1.4566, g La n = 0.7952) and j(0) is the weight of their respective 3s-and 6s-type wavefunctions at the centre. Taking into account the respective value for g n , a good estimate of the nuclear field for both Al and La is about 0.1-0.2 T, taking into account the typical extension of their wavefunctions [56] . In an inverted Hanle experiment (Faraday geometry), and in the limit of a long spin lifetime, the voltage drop DV measured at a junction equals DV = (g/2)Dm/e cos 2 (q) [30] , where q is the angle between the spin and the effective magnetic field, which itself is the sum of the random nuclear fields, H n and the external field H . The resistance variation DR H ∝ cos 2 (q H ) slightly departs from a standard Lorentzian shape according to the formula (see Figure  7. )
where h is the reduced field H || /H n . The total amplitude of the inverted Hanle effect is then 2 3 of the total amplitude of DR H = gDm/2j. This corresponds to a gradual restoration of the spin accumulation in proportion 2 3 , while the normal Hanle effect has a proportion of 1 3 as one can expect. Then, the particular value of the external field H 1/4 , corresponding to h = 1 and for which DR H (H 1/4 ) = 
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have investigated spin injection from a magnetic tunnel contact towards the LaAlO 3 -SrTiO 3 two-dimensional electron system by using a threeterminal Hanle approach in both Voigt and Faraday geometries. Both the Hanle and inverted Hanle signals are strongly enhanced, consistent with amplification effects by LSs positioned in the LaAlO 3 barrier midgap, possibly associated with oxygen vacancies or intermixing. We propose that the inverted Hanle effect is due to spin depolarization by random nuclear fields. In order to detect the direct injection of spin-polarized carriers into the LaAlO 3 -SrTiO 3 channel, either the injection contact resistance must be significantly reduced, for instance, by replacing LaAlO 3 with a lower gap material, or four-contact non-local detection schemes must be implemented. This would require distances between the injector and detector smaller than the characteristic spin-diffusion length, which should be achievable with electron-beam lithography techniques. Resorting to lightly doped SrTiO 3 films with higher electron mobilities may be another way to reduce the constraints on channel dimensions.
